The dilemma with multiply reoperated knee instabilities.
The treatment of instability of the multiply reoperated knee is a complex problem. The causes for failure are numerous and include repeated trauma, insufficient fixation and non-anatomic placement of the graft, inadequate replacement material, isolated anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction in complex knee instability or the use of a ligament prosthesis. With every surgical procedure, however, the anatomical and technical conditions become worse. Problems like degenerative changes, joint stiffness and gait abnormalities occur and often become a more focal point than the instability itself. The purpose of this paper is to present the problems and the dilemma of instability of the multiply reoperated knee and the possible solutions. Between 1976 and 1996, a total of 1752 ACL reconstructions were carried out in Munich and Hannover. Of these, 228 (13%) were revision, mostly of failed ACL reconstructions performed elsewhere. Since 1989, we have chosen the severest cases from this group (more than three operations on the same knee) for this study. Seventeen patients were investigated who had undergone up to 25 operations. The mean number of operations was 7. All primary operations were performed in other hospitals. In 10 cases only the ACL reconstruction was performed as a final procedure, mostly in combination with other procedures like medial meniscus replacement, extra-articular stabilization or arthrolysis. In the other cases operations such as osteotomies, arthrodesis or amputation were necessary. The results present the main dilemma in instability of the multiply reoperated knee since they were not successful in all patients. Finally, 15 patients report still having instability, pain or swelling in isolation or in combination. Nine patients were satisfied with their subjective results. Even after the socalled definitive procedures, certain complications arose. The main goal in the treatment of instability of the multiply reoperated knee is to avoid a series of operations, hospitalization and history of illness. General revision surgery for the entire complaint is not the aim of the treatment. The specific problem of the patient should be extracted from the complex situation, and this should be solved with the most limited procedure possible only.